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 Since then the company has extended PSIM to address the challenges of integrating AC and DC power sources into power
electronic products. Today, with a range of comprehensive simulation tools from PSIM for power products to PowerView for
power electronics and PowerWare for modeling the grid, Powersim is one of the most innovative, full-featured, and market-

ready power systems simulation software tools available today. In this webinar, we will discuss the latest advances in the power
electronics design tools from Powersim and how to take advantage of these tools to significantly reduce the complexity and time

to design power products. Plant efficiency—measured in watts per kilowatt hour (W/kWh)—is one of the most important
performance metrics in the renewable energy sector. This metric is particularly important in wind energy, where the cost of
installation is driven by the plant efficiency. In addition, plant efficiency is a major driver of the grid integration potential of
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wind energy projects. However, due to the complex nature of wind plants, it is very challenging to assess the plant efficiency in
a detailed way. It is, therefore, important to know how the plant performs and where potential losses are found. The level of

detail and the sophistication of the models necessary to fully assess plant efficiency are clearly not matched by available tools.
This Webinar will explain the challenges and the potentials of modern power electronics design, including the techniques

required to create and validate software-based models of power electronics modules. We will describe in detail the simulation
software tools and hardware available for plant efficiency assessment and how they can be used to benefit from the latest

advances in power electronics design. This Webinar is part of the PLANTEQ Webinar Series and will be presented by: This
year's edition of the PLANTEQ Webinar Series was postponed due to current circumstances. It will be rescheduled for a later

date. This is a webinar broadcasted live on the PLANTEQ website ( during the annual conference of the same name. We will be
joined by special guest Robert Jankovski, Senior Manager of North American Sales at TechnipFMC. The aim of this webinar is
to provide an overview of the capabilities of PLANTEQ’s power electronics design suite, PowerView, and to highlight the latest

enhancements and best practices in power electronics simulation. This webinar is part of the PLANTEQ Webinar Series and
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